SUMMARY
The fidelity of neuronal signaling requires organization of signaling molecules into macromolecular complexes, whose components are in intimate proximity. The intrinsic diffraction limit of light makes visualization of individual signaling complexes using visible light extremely difficult. However, using super-resolution stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM), we observed intimate association of individual molecules within signaling complexes containing ion channels (M-type K + , L-type Ca 2+ , or TRPV1 channels) and G protein-coupled receptors coupled by the scaffolding protein A-kinase-anchoring protein (AKAP)79/150. Some channels assembled as multichannel supercomplexes. Surprisingly, we identified novel layers of interplay within macromolecular complexes containing diverse channel types at the singlecomplex level in sensory neurons, dependent on AKAP79/150. Electrophysiological studies revealed that such ion channels are functionally coupled as well. Our findings illustrate the novel role of AKAP79/ 150 as a molecular coupler of different channels that conveys crosstalk between channel activities within single microdomains in tuning the physiological response of neurons.
INTRODUCTION
Neuronal ion channels are exquisitely regulated by intracellular signaling molecules, such as protein kinase A (PKA), protein kinase C (PKC), lipids, and Ca 2+ ions, all of which use scaffold proteins, such as A-kinase anchoring proteins (AKAPs), to orchestrate protein assemblies that achieve spatiotemporal specificity (Fuller et al., 2010; McConnachie et al., 2006; Wong and Scott, 2004) . ''M-type'' K + channels, comprised of KCNQ2-5 (Kv7.2-7.5) subunits, play key roles in the regulation of neuronal excitability (Delmas and Brown, 2005; Gamper and Shapiro, 2015) . In the nervous system, voltage-gated ''L-type'' Cav1 Ca 2+ channels are critical for synaptic plasticity, axon growth, and neuronal development (Hall et al., 2007; Hoogland and Saggau, 2004; Murphy et al., 2014; Oliveria et al., 2007) . In sensory neurons, TRPV1 cation channels excite neurons in response to heat, acidity, or chemical ligands, initiating nociception (Caterina et al., 1997; Zheng, 2013) . AKAP79/150 (human/rodent) recruits PKA, PKC, calcineurin (CaN), receptors, and possibly transcription factors to organize signaling complexes centered on these three types of channels (Brandao et al., 2012; Chaudhury et al., 2011; Gomez et al., 2002; Hoshi et al., 2005; Kosenko et al., 2012; Tunquist et al., 2008) . However, optical observation of individual AKAP79/150 molecules (<100 nm) with these proteins has not been achieved due to the intrinsic diffraction limit of light ($250 nm). AKAP79/150-anchored protein complexes may also underlie larger multi-channel assemblies involving distinct ion channels. The gating of Ca V 1.2 channels seems to be coupled in heart and smooth muscle (Navedo et al., 2010) , perhaps via physical protein-protein interactions of Ca V 1.2 channels at their carboxyl tails, likely requiring AKAP79/150, but the mechanism is still obscure (Cheng et al., 2011; Dixon et al., 2015) . This may result in amplification of Ca 2+ influx and Ca 2+ sparks in excitable membranes (Dixon et al., 2012) . No such data are currently available in neurons. Here, we address these questions using super-resolution stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) and electrophysiology. Since STORM offers sub-diffraction resolution, we could directly visualize individual signaling complexes containing AKAP79/150, L-channels, M-channels, TRPV1 channels, and G protein-coupled receptors. We observed AKAP150-mediated clustering of KCNQ channels, L-channels, and TRPV1 channels in larger super-clusters at the single-complex level in primary sensory neurons, consistent with AKAP79/150-mediated physical coupling of distinct ion channels. In line with those findings, we observed the functional coupling of these diverse channels, dependent on AKAP79/150. Our findings illustrate the novel role of AKAP79/150 as a molecular coupler of different channels to convey crosstalk between channel activities in controlling the physiological responses of neurons.
RESULTS

STORM Distinguishes Proteins that Are Intimately Associated
Before visualizing endogenous AKAP150 protein complexes in neurons, it was necessary to test the veracity of the idea that proteins observed via STORM are in intimate association. For this purpose, we exploited (1) KCNQ2 and KCNQ3 subunits that form KCNQ2/3 heteromers and (2) KCNQ2 and KCNQ4 subunits that do not assemble together, but rather form KCNQ2 or KCNQ4 homomers. Figures 1A and 1B show representative STORM images of these control experiments. Figure 1C schematically illustrates the expected complex of a channel tetramer bound by antibodies detected by STORM for a KCNQ2/3 heteromer, represented by a cluster of two different types of ''centroids,'' which we here call ''localizations,'' expected to be within $80 nm. STORM demonstrates nanoscale proximity; however, actual physical association is, granted, a very likely assumption. We observed association of KCNQ2 and KCNQ3 subunits into heteromers as clusters of two types of localizations, whereas individual KCNQ2 and KCNQ4 subunits were only visualized as clusters of localizations of only one type, representing homomers. We filtered out isolated localizations seen in raw images, mathematically judged highly likely to be background noise (Figures S1A and S1B, available online) .
To quantify the data presented in this work, we used two types of analysis, nearest-neighbor localization distance and spatial clustering of localizations, described in detail in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. The values for all nearestneighbor data analysis are presented in Tables S1-S3 . In control experiments, assembled subunits or co-localized proteins displayed a nearest-neighbor distribution with a sharp peak near the 10-20 nm theoretical resolution limit of STORM and a peak width of 40-60 nm (Figures 1D and S2A-S2C; Table S1 ). However, the distribution of non-co-localized subunits displayed a distribution with $10-fold greater nearest-neighbor distance and a peak width that was $10-fold broader (Figures 1E and S2D-S2F;  Table S1 ). The second type of analysis established criteria to define clusters of localizations emanating from a single protein molecule or complex, and the analysis of the size, characteristics, and type of each cluster. We adapted a rigorous analysis paradigm for super-resolution clusters with density-based spatial cluster algorithm with noise, DBSCAN (Ester et al., 1996; Pertsinidis et al., 2013) , creating our own cluster analysis software in-house. We also quantified the two-dimensional ''lateral localization accuracy'' of all the STORM localizations, as previously described (Rust et al., 2006; Thompson et al., 2002) . For all the data presented in this work, the lateral localization accuracy was 5-10 nm, right at the theoretical limit for STORM super-resolution imaging. Values for the cluster analysis for all the data collected are presented in Tables S4-S6. The cluster analysis for the images as in Figures 1A and 1B reveals interesting insights ( Figure S3A ; Table S1 ). For cells transfected with KCNQ2 and KCNQ3, we saw approximately equal numbers of clusters representing KCNQ2 homomers, KCNQ3 homomers, or KCNQ2/3 heteromers. This is surprising, since the stoichiometry of tetrameric channels of two equally expressing subunits has been shown to adhere to the binomial theorem (Shapiro et al., 2000; Heginbotham et al., 1992; Kavanaugh et al., 1992; Liman et al., 1992) , such that 37.5% of tetramers are expected with a 2:2 stoichiometry, 50% are expected to have a 1:3 or 3:1 stoichiometry, and only $1/16 of the total are expected to be KCNQ2 homomers or KCNQ3 homomers (Bal et al., 2008) . Since slightly more than half of the clusters were seen as KCNQ2 or KCNQ3 homomers, whereas we know that such homomers must be only 1/8th of the total, we conclude that our STORM labeling might not reliably detect the presence of a lone KCNQ2 or KCNQ3 subunit in a tetramer. In other words, most of the KCNQ2 homomers detected here must actually be heteromers with three KCNQ2 subunits and one KCNQ3 subunit, perhaps because the anti-KCNQ3 antibody is ''blocked out,'' and so cannot label the lone KCNQ3 subunit in the tetramer, and vice versa for one KCNQ2 subunit in a tetramer with three KCNQ3 subunits. This conclusion has importance for the analysis of images below.
For cells co-transfected with KCNQ2 and KCNQ4, the great majority of the clusters represent KCNQ4 or KCNQ2 homomers, with very few clusters representing KCNQ2/4 heteromers (Figures 1B, 1E, and S3) . Since much previous work indicates that KCNQ2 and KCNQ4 subunits do not co-assemble (Kubisch et al., 1999; Søgaard et al., 2001) , we take the small cluster distribution of KCNQ2/4 clusters as spurious, representing the ''noise floor'' of our STORM method. We detected more KCNQ4 than KCNQ2 homomers, consistent with much previous work indicating the much greater expression of KCNQ4 homomers versus other KCNQ subtypes or stoichiometries (Gamper and Shapiro, 2015) . The noise floor here, and in the analysis to follow, is consistently 1% or less for any binned cluster radius, similar to the low values in our other controls. Thus, in the work described below, any binned distribution of $1% or less should be taken as artifact noise, also consistent with the low total fraction of such clusters detailed in Table S4 , arising from any of the sources of error detailed in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
We also performed STORM on cells co-transfected with KCNQ2, KCNQ3, and KCNQ5 subunits to test whether tetrameric channels can contain all three of these subunits ( Figure 1F ). The nearest-neighbor analysis revealed sharp peaks of the distributions for KCNQ2-KCNQ3, KCNQ3-KCNQ5, and KCNQ2-KCNQ2 at $15-25 nm ( Figures 1F-1I and S2G-S2L; Table S1 ). An obvious, much broader secondary peak was observed for the nearest-neighbor distributions of KCNQ2 and KCNQ5 (Figures 1I and S2J) . These observations are consistent with heteromers formed by KCNQ2/3, KCNQ3/5, and KCNQ2/3/5 subunits, but not assembly of KCNQ2 and KCNQ5 subunits without the (C) Co-localization scheme predicting approximate cluster size for cells labeling KCNQ2/3 heteromers using primary and secondary antibodies under STORM. Figure S2 . Detailed information about the fitted curves is described in Table S1 and their cluster analysis in Figure S3 . Error bars represent SEM. presence of KCNQ3. The more rigorous cluster analysis of these triple-label experiments (Figures S3C and S3D ; Table S4 ) strongly suggests that KCNQ2, KCNQ3, and KCNQ5 can assemble into tetramers, with clusters representing such KCNQ2/3/5 tetramers comprising nearly 40% of all clusters. In addition, this analysis reveals robust numbers of KCNQ3 or KCNQ5 homomers, and KCNQ2/3 or KCNQ3/5 heteromers, consistent with previous work (Gamper and Shapiro, 2015) . Thus, we demonstrate that M-channels can be composed of KCNQ2, KCNQ3, and KCNQ5 in the same tetramer, which has implications for sensory neurons and neurons in the auditory axis that often express all three types of subunits. Given our low confidence in detecting a lone subunit in a tetramer with all three other subunits being distinct, we cannot here make a statement about the fraction of channels that assemble endogenously with all three of these subunits; only that this assembly is quite frequent when all three subunits are expressed in the same cell.
Single KCNQ Channel/AKAP150 Protein Complexes Are Observed by STORM STORM imaging of double-labeled Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells co-transfected with AKAP150 and either KCNQ2 or KCNQ3 resolved individual AKAP150 molecules complexed with either channel, but co-transfection of AKAP150 with KCNQ1 resulted in almost all like-colored clusters of localizations representing individual KCNQ1 or AKAP150 molecules (Figures 2A-2C ). Nearest-neighbor analyses for KCNQ2 or KCNQ3 with AKAP150 displayed sharp peaks at 10-20 nm, consistent with their intimate assembly, whereas those for KCNQ1 and AKAP150 were much longer and broader ( Figure 2E ; Table S2 ). Cells co-expressing KCNQ2 and AKAP150 displayed clusters, of which about half represented isolated KCNQ2 homomers and about half represented KCNQ2/AKAP150 complexes ( Figure S3F ). Those transfected with KCNQ3 and AKAP150 resulted in a somewhat more skewed distribution toward KCNQ3/AKAP150 complexes ( Figure S3G ), but the unknown expression of KCNQ2 or KCNQ3 in such cells precludes further interpretation. On the other hand, in cells co-expressing KCNQ1 and AKAP150, almost all the clusters represented either isolated KCNQ1 homomers or isolated AKAP150 molecules ( Figure S3E) . Since other work has demonstrated their non-association, we take the minor fraction of clusters representing KCNQ1/ AKAP150 association, again <1% for any binned radius (3.9% ± 1.4% of total clusters), as another measure of the noise floor, a background similar to our negative control of KCNQ2+KCNQ4 co-transfection.
We then co-transfected CHO cells with AKAP150, KCNQ2, and KCNQ3 and performed triple-color STORM (Figures 2D and 2F ; Table S2 ), revealing clusters containing these three types of localizations within a radius of $40 nm, consistent with AKAP150 association with KCNQ2/3 heteromers. Cluster analysis of these data report about equal numbers of KCNQ2 and KCNQ3 homomers (all without an associated AKAP150) and AKAP150 associated with KCNQ2/3 heteromers (Figures S3H and S3I ; Table S4 ). The fraction of complexes representing KCNQ2 or KCNQ3 homomers associated with AKAP150 was very low, as was the fraction of KCNQ2/3 heteromers unpaired with AKAP150. Of critical note is the very small number of isolated AKAP150 molecules observed under the noise floor, indicated by the controls above. This analysis suggests that there are too few AKAP150 molecules to be able to associate with all the KCNQ channels with which it would otherwise assemble, suggesting competition for AKAP150. Below, we examine this issue with endogenous proteins in sympathetic neurons. In sum, the data here are consistent with our earlier work (Bal et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2011a) and conclusively demonstrate that AKAP150 intimately associates with the classic M-channel, composed of KCNQ2/3 heteromers, but not with KCNQ1 homomers.
Endogenous AKAP150 Complexes with M-Channel and G Protein-Coupled Receptors Observed by STORM in Sympathetic Neurons
We next used STORM to image endogenous AKAP150 and M-type channels (the bulk of which are KCNQ2/3 heteromers) in superior cervical ganglia (SCG) sympathetic neurons. A mouse sympathetic neuron triple labeled with antibodies to KCNQ2, KCNQ3, and AKAP150 displayed large numbers of clusters of localizations of three different colors, representing individual complexes of heteromeric KCNQ2/3 channels with AKAP150 molecules ( Figure 3A ). Tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) labeling was used to confirm the cells as sympathetic neurons ( Figure 3A , inset). Nearest-neighbor analyses of these cells ( Figure 3B ; Table  S2 ) are consistent with endogenous KCNQ2/3 heteromers almost always being expressed as complexes with AKAP150. Note that the nearest-neighbor analysis does not include KCNQ2 or KCNQ3 homomers (or clusters visualized as such). The cluster analysis strongly reinforces the notion that nearly all KCNQ2/3 heteromers associate with an AKAP150, whereas KCNQ2 or KCNQ3 homomers often do not (Figures 3C and 3D; Table S4 ). In addition, the number of unpaired AKAP150 is negligible, below the noise floor, emphasizing again the competition for AKAP150 suggested in the CHO cell experiments. This analysis includes the quantification of KCNQ2 or KCNQ3 homomers and shows most of them unpaired with an AKAP150, also consistent with the CHO cell experiments, and reinforces the conclusion that AKAP150 may prefer to associate with KCNQ2/3 heteromers versus KCNQ2 or KCNQ3 homomers. These findings, along with the known role of AKAP150 in recruiting PKC to M-channels (Hoshi et al., 2003; Kosenko et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2011a) , thus has broad implications for the components of each M-channel complex in these neurons, and their state of phosphorylation. Previous work has suggested muscarinic M 1 , but not bradykinin B 2 , receptors to be in AKAP79/150-organized complexes with M-type channels in sympathetic neurons, and M 1 (M 1 Rs), but not B 2 (B 2 Rs), receptors utilize PKC phosphorylation of the channels in conjunction with depletion of PIP 2 to suppress M-current (Bal et al., 2010; Hoshi et al., 2003 Hoshi et al., , 2005 Zhang et al., 2011a) . To directly visualize such receptor-specific complexes, we performed dual-color STORM on SCG neurons double labeled for AKAP150 and either M 1 Rs or B 2 Rs. Figures 3E and 3F confirm those conclusions at the single-complex level, showing clusters of localizations representing individual M 1 Rs with AKAP150, whereas B 2 Rs and AKAP150 molecules were almost never co-localized. The superimposed nearest-neighbor analysis histograms indicate that the distances for AKAP150-B 2 R nearest-neighbor localizations are $ten times larger than those of AKAP150-M 1 Rs ( Figure 3G ; Table S2 ). The cluster analysis of SCG cells double-labeled for M 1 Rs and AKAP150 displayed a very large fraction of clusters representing complexes of M 1 Rs and AKAP150, a much smaller fraction representing unpaired M 1 Rs, and, again, a minute fraction representing putative unpaired AKAP150 molecules, which are again under the noise floor and which we likewise consider to be spurious ( Figure 3H ). Thus, we again see the paucity of unassociated AKAP150 molecules, consistent with the competition for AKAP150 interpretation that is suggested throughout this work. We did not perform cluster analysis for cells double-labeled for B 2 Rs and AKAP150 because the background noise for B 2 R labeling of SCG neurons was too high for DBSCAN cluster analysis.
Our previous fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) data have supported the hypothesis of complexes including KCNQ channels and M 1 Rs, but not B 2 Rs, with AKAP79/150 (Zhang et al., 2011a) . Here, we performed triple-color STORM on CHO cells co-transfected with AKAP150, KCNQ2, and either M 1 Rs or B 2 Rs. Indeed, KCNQ2, AKAP150, and M 1 Rs were observed together in individual complexes (with some M 1 Rs not associated with AKAP150 or the channels), unlike B 2 Rs (Figures 4A-4D ). The nearest-neighbor analysis shows the distribution for KCNQ2-AKAP150 displaying only one sharp and high peak at $20 nm, whereas the distributions for KCNQ2-M 1 Rs or AKAP150-M 1 Rs also displayed a secondary, broader peak at $92 nm, suggesting that not all M 1 Rs are localized in AKAP150/KCNQ2 complexes. For B 2 Rs, the peak of the distribution was $140 nm from that of AKAP150/KCNQ2 complexes (Figures 4C and 4D ; Table S2 ). On the other hand, for CHO cells transfected instead with AKAP150, KCNQ2, and B 2 Rs, KCNQ2 and AKAP150 were seen complexed together as expected, but neither AKAP150 and B 2 Rs, nor B 2 Rs and KCNQ2, were so associated. The cluster analysis of these data is consistent with those interpretations but reveals some interesting insights. There are substantial populations of either lone M 1 Rs or lone KCNQ2 molecules unpaired with AKAP150, but still a robust fraction of clusters representing ternary complexes containing M I Rs, KCNQ2, and AKAP150 ( Figure 4E ; Tables S2 and S4 ). Interestingly, there were significantly fewer numbers of M 1 R and AKAP150 complexes, suggesting that the ternary complex is preferred over the binary combination (Figure 4F) . As before, the number of unassociated AKAP150 molecules is well below the noise floor, again consistent with the competition for AKAP150 result consistently seen in this study (Figures 4E and 4F ; Table S4 ). Not unexpectedly, the number of putative complexes of M 1 Rs and KCNQ2 without an AKAP150 are also exceedingly rare, and probably also spurious. Taken together, these results strongly support AKAP150-directed receptor-specific complexes with M-channels at the single-complex level.
AKAP150 Associates with TRPV1 Channels and Ca V 1.2 Channels in NG Sensory Neurons In sensory neurons, AKAP150 recruits several signaling molecules to TRPV1 channels, including PKA, PKC, and CaN, which modulate the sensitivity or desensitization of these channels to heat, acidity, or other painful stimuli (Brandao et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2008) . Similar AKAP150-mediated signaling complexes are suggested in a variety of neurons around L-type Ca V 1.2 channels, which are critical for modulation of neuronal excitation and excitation/transcription coupling (Davare et al., 1999; Dittmer et al., 2014; Murphy et al., 2014; Oliveria et al., 2007) . Indeed, STORM imaging of nodose ganglia (NG) sensory neurons visualized intimate association between TRPV1 channels and AKAP150 ( Figure 5A ), and between Ca V 1.2 channels and AKAP150 ( Figure 5B ). Nearest-neighbor analysis showed distribution peaks for both at $15 nm (Figures 5C and 5D ; Table S3) . Surprisingly, the localization clusters containing Ca V 1.2 channels and AKAP150 appeared to be much larger in radius than the other AKAP150-mediated complexes ( Figure 5B ). At first glance, this was very surprising. However, the gating of Ca V 1.2 channels has been recently suggested not to be stochastic, but rather coupled with each other in clusters of up to five channels in smooth and cardiac muscle, resulting in amplification of Ca 2+ influx (Dixon et al., 2012 (Dixon et al., , 2015 Navedo et al., 2010) .
The cluster analysis for these experiments is interesting and needs to be considered carefully ( Figures 5E-5H ). In terms of the distribution of cluster radii, the distribution of those representing Ca V 1.2 channels paired with AKAP150 had a very large peak radius of 68.1 ± 5.0 nm (Table S5) . However, when one examines the percentage distributions (Table S4) , we see that at 80.5% ± 4.0% of all clusters in these double-labeled cells, this value is far greater than that for any other channel that pairs with AKAP150. The ''b-scale parameter,'' which is a reporter for the ''skewness'' or the ''tailedness'' of the distribution toward larger radii, is large for the Ca V 1.2/AKAP150 complexes (Table  S5) , consistent with many super-clusters. For cells double labeled for TRPV1 and AKAP150, we were surprised to find their mean radius and b-scale value to be similar to that for the (legend continued on next page) Ca V 1.2/AKAP150 complexes, even though visually such cells appeared to display far fewer super-clusters. This analysis prompted us to carefully inspect those images for AKAP150/ TRPV1 super-clusters, and one of the modest numbers found is depicted in Figure 4A (inset). Below, we provide an explanation for these results, which involves AKAP150-mediated complexes containing both a Ca V 1.2 channel and a TRPV1 channel in intimate association.
AKAP150 Mediates Intimate Association of KCNQ, TRPV1, and Ca V 1.2 Channels into Larger Multi-channel Supercomplexes in Sensory Neurons that Are Functionally Coupled Given the apparent physical and functional coupling of individual Ca V 1.2 channel gating mediated by AKAP79/150 in ventricular myocytes (Cheng et al., 2011) , we next asked (1) whether we could observe such multi-channel supercomplexes between different types of AKAP79/150-bound ion channels, and (2) whether such coupling indeed requires AKAP79/150. Such a possibility is especially intriguing given the recent structural and biochemical studies reporting AKAP79/150 to express as homodimers. In those studies, each AKAP79/150 protomer brings one PKA molecule to its target channel (Gold et al., 2011) . In this scenario, each AKAP79/150 protomer could bind distinct ion channel types, bringing them together in intimate nanodomains, perhaps to endow functional coupling (schematically depicted in Figure S4C ). We investigated this possibility for the M-type K + , TRPV1, and Ca V 1.2 channels studied in this work.
To test for association of M-channels and TRPV1 channels, we performed STORM on triple-labeled sensory neurons from AKAP150 +/+ (wild-type, WT) or AKAP150 À/À (knockout, KO) mice. Indeed, STORM images showed localization clusters of three colors in WT neurons ( Figure 6A ), representing individual complexes containing an M-channel, a TRPV1 channel, and AKAP150. The nearest-neighbor analysis histograms indicated peaks of the distance of KCNQ2-AKAP150, TRPV1-AKAP150, and KCNQ2-TRPV1 at $20-25 nm ( Figure 6E ; Table S3 ). Similar complexes containing a KCNQ2 channel, a TRPV1 channel, and AKAP150 were also observed in CHO cells co-transfected with AKAP150, KCNQ2, and TRPV1 ( Figure S4 ). On the other hand, STORM imaging performed similarly on sensory neurons from AKAP150 KO mice revealed only isolated, individual TRPV1 and KCNQ2 channels ( Figure 6B ), with nearest-neighbor distribution peaks between the two types of channels of $70 nm and a much broader distribution ( Figure 6F ; Table S3 ), indicating the obligatory requirement of AKAP150 in the formation of KCNQ/TRPV1 multi-channel complexes. For the triple-labeled NG neurons from WT mice, the cluster analysis reported over 40% of the clusters to represent complexes labeling KCNQ2 (presumably mostly from KCNQ2/3 heteromers), TRPV1, and AKAP150 ( Figure 8A ; Table S5 ). The other dominant complex identified represents KCNQ2 channels and AKAP150, without a TRPV1 channel (37%). Both types of complexes displayed a mean radius of $65 nm and a b-scale parameter of 17-19, consistent with multi-channel super-clusters. On the other hand, in double-labeled neurons from AKAP150 KO mice, the percentage of clusters representing TRPV1/KCNQ2 complexes or TRPV1/Ca V 1.2 complexes was only 5.2% ± 0.2% and 2.5% ± 1.0%, respectively, both under the noise floor, consistent with such multi-channel complexes requiring AKAP150 (Figure 8B ; Table S5 ). Thus, we conclude that AKAP150 is required to orchestrate complexes composed of both M-channels and TRPV1 channels, or Ca V 1.2 channels and TRPV1 channels. A 3D rendering of an NG neuron triple labeled for TRPV1, KCNQ2, and AKAP150 is shown in Movie S2. The physical association of multiple channel types by AKAP150 suggested to us to likely serve some purpose, such as two or more types of channels being functionally coupled. Under perforated patch voltage clamp of NG sensory neurons, we found M-current to be affected by TRPV1 channel activation by stimulation of TRPV1 channels by modest concentrations of capsaicin (Cap, 100 nM). Our choice of modest stimulation was motivated by our thinking that such intimate association of the two channels is probably required to sense some microdomain event, such as highly local and/or transient depletion of PIP 2 caused by TRPV1 activation, in contrast to a global depletion of PIP 2 , which would make intimate association of the channels less relevant. In NG neurons from WT mice, 100 nM Cap activated modest TRPV1 currents and also induced M-current suppression that persisted well after Cap was removed and the TRPV1 current turned off ( Figure 6C ). However, in neurons from AKAP150 KO mice, there was no such suppression of M-current, although the TRPV1 current activated by 100 nM Cap was no smaller ( Figure 6D ). We performed parallel experiments on CHO cells heterologously expressing KCNQ2/3 and TRPV1, with or without co-transfection of AKAP79, and observed similar results ( Figures  S4D-S4F) . Thus, AKAP79/150 is required to organize functional coupling between KCNQ and TRPV1 channels, which we hypothesize amplifies the sensory response of the neurons upon otherwise sub-threshold stimuli for excitability. We speculate that M-channels and TRPV1 channels are associated together by AKAP79/150 in complexes so that highly PIP 2 -sensitive M-channels can sense highly local depletion of PIP 2 produced by TRPV1 channels in the same microdomain. With concurrent inhibition of M-channels, even modest stimulus can thus be amplified to excite sensory neurons. Physical and Functional Coupling of TRPV1 Channels and Ca V 1.2 Channels by AKAP150 Next, we probed the intimate association of TRPV1 and Ca V 1.2 channels by AKAP79/150 in sensory neurons by performing multi-label STORM on neurons isolated from WT or AKAP150 KO mice. In WT neurons, AKAP150, TRPV1, and Ca V 1.2 channels were clearly intimately associated into complexes. Not unexpectedly, due to our earlier dual-label data in Figure 5 , we observed obviously much larger clusters of Ca V 1.2 channels and AKAP150 together with TRPV1 channels at the single-complex level ( Figure 7A ), consistent with Figure 5B , which showed Ca V 1.2 multi-channel supercomplexes. In stark contrast, individual TRPV1 and Ca V 1.2 channels in AKAP150 KO neurons displayed only isolated, individual clusters of like-colored localizations, representing non-associated channels. Furthermore, the clusters of localizations representing individual channels were of much smaller radii than those from WT neurons (Figure 7B) . The loss of AKAP150 resulted in an altered nearest-neighbor distance between TRPV1 and Ca V 1.2 channels from a peak at 24.8 ± 1.9 nm to 68.5 ± 0.8 nm, and a distribution that was much broader (Figures 7C and 7D ; Table S3 ). These data suggest that AKAP150 is required for the multi-channel Ca V 1.2 supercomplexes seen in neurons from AKAP150 WT mice.
One seeming conundrum is that the association into clusters indicated by these analyses of NG cells double labeled for Ca V 1.2 channels and AKAP150 appeared to display many more supercomplexes compared to the cells double labeled for TRPV1 channels and AKAP150 (e.g., Figures 4A and 4B) . Thus, we wondered if there were additional factors that contribute to the greater preponderance of Ca V 1.2/AKAP150 super-clusters obvious in the STORM reconstructions. One such factor could be a greater number of localizations per Ca V 1.2-containing cluster (independent of radius). We therefore analyzed this value for the data obtained in neurons from WT mice (Table S6) . We also quantified the fraction of clusters with localizations greater than two SDs from the mean, which we here dub ''mega-clusters.'' Indeed, for the KCNQ2/3-AKAP150 complexes in SCG neurons (which lack TRPV1 channels and express few Ca V 1 channels), the mean number of localizations/cluster was $8-13 and that value for M 1 R/AKAP150-containing clusters (most of which also likely contain an M-channel) was $22, yet for both, the number of mega-clusters was negligible. Notably, for NG neurons triple labeled for KCNQ2, TRPV1, and AKAP150, the mean number of localizations/cluster when all three proteins were in the complex was 20.2 ± 3.6, and even more notably, there were many mega-clusters, with a mean number of localizations of 62.3 ± 4.4. For those triple-labeled cells, there were negligible megaclusters containing only any two of those proteins.
For neurons double labeled for Ca V 1.2 and AKAP150, complexes containing both proteins contained 27.0 ± 2.5 localizations/cluster, whereas those double labeled against TRPV1 and AKAP150 containing both proteins had only 17.6 ± 0.3 localizations/cluster (p < 0.05). For NG neurons triple labeled for TRPV1, Ca V 1.2, and AKAP150, complexes containing all three proteins contained 29.4 ± 2.0 localizations/cluster (p < 0.05 versus TRPV1/KCNQ2/AKAP150). For such triple-labeled cells, complexes containing any two of those three proteins included negligible mega-clusters. In contrast, complexes containing all three proteins included numerous mega-clusters, containing 77.5 ± 3.7 mean localizations/cluster, the most of any type of complex analyzed in this work. Thus, our overall conclusions are that (1) AKAP150 prefers to associate with Ca V 1.2 channels more than any other channel in NG neurons; (2) most clusters containing a TRPV1 channel and AKAP150 also very likely contain one or more Ca V 1.2 channels; (3) whereas AKAP150 probably can bring multiple TRPV1 channels together, its affinity to do so for multiple Ca V 1.2 channels is much greater, for which multi-channel mega-clusters are frequent; and (4) M 1 Rs have a much greater affinity to associate with AKAP150 in complexes also containing KCNQ2/3 heteromers (i.e., the ''classic'' M-channel) than with KCNQ2 or KCNQ3 homomers, or without any M-channel. Our rationales for making these conclusions are elaborated in the Discussion.
Importantly, we probed if the activity of the two Ca 2+ -permeable channels, TRPV1 and Ca V 1.2, whose activity is also widely known to be affected by local [Ca 2+ ], is functionally coupled. Since both TRPV1 and Ca V 1.2 channels undergo desensitization or tachyphylaxis by Ca 2+ -dependent pathways, we determined whether Ca 2+ influx through Ca V 1.2 channels is critical to Ca 2+ -dependent regulation of TRPV1 channels in the presence of AKAP150. We choose this type of coupling since measurement of Ca 2+ -dependent desensitization of Ca V 1.2 channels by TRPV1 activation would be technically much more challenging.
We assessed the two processes of desensitization of TRPV1 channels (Lukacs et al., 2013) . NG neurons were studied under perforated patch voltage clamp, held at a continuous voltage of À60 mV. In these experiments, we used a maximal concentration of Cap to maximize both processes. We recorded robust acute desensitization and strong tachyphylaxis of TRPV1 currents in response to a saturating concentration of Cap (1 mM) given 5 min apart in sensory neurons from WT mice ( Figure 9A ). However, in the presence of the specific Ca V 1.2-channel blocker, nifedipine, both phenomena were profoundly reduced ( Figure 9B ), with the most dramatic effect on tachyphylaxis, suggesting the critical role of co-associated Ca V 1.2 channels in TRPV1-channel behavior. Most notably, the dramatic effects of Ca V 1.2 activity were manifest at À60 mV, some 30 mV more negative than the threshold voltage for opening of these channels, which was verified for the neurons studied in this work (Figure S5D ). To exclude the direct effect of nifedipine on TRPV1 channels, we performed experiments on CHO cells transfected with only TRPV1 and observed no difference in desensitization of TRPV1 current by nifedipine ( Figures S5A-S5C ).
We then confirmed that Ca 2+ influx through Ca V 1.2 channels is directly involved in the desensitization/tachyphylaxis of TRPV1 channels, or rather if secondary induction of intracellular [Ca 2+ ] rises from internal Ca 2+ stores is key (Lukacs et al., 2013) .
Thus, we pre-incubated WT neurons with thapsigargin (Tg, 3 mM) to empty internal stores and applied Cap. We found the desensitization of TRPV1 current in these neurons to be robust, similar to neurons without TG incubation ( Figures 9C and 9D Figure 9A , inset), and acute desensitization and tachyphylaxis of the TRPV1 current stimulated by 1 mM Cap was significantly slower and reduced ( Figure 9E ), similar to the data from WT neurons in the presence of nifedepine. In further experiments on AKAP150 KO neurons, the presence of nifedipine or Tg had no further effect ( Figures 9F and 9H) . Thus, AKAP150 is required for the involvement of Ca V 1.2 channels in the desensitization of co-associated TRPV1 channels in sensory neurons. The importance of these data is magnified when one realizes that these experiments were performed under voltage clamp, with the cells continually held at the voltage of À60 mV, some 30 mV negative to the usual voltage threshold for activation of Ca V 1.2 channels, a fact confirmed by us in this study ( Figure S5D ). Those ramifications are detailed further in the Discussion. (D) Plotted are normalized M-current amplitudes from sensory neurons isolated from AKAP150 KO mice, for which activation of the TRPV1 current had no effect on M-current amplitudes. Capsaicin (Cap, 100 nM) was applied during the periods shown by the red bars and representative current traces are shown on the right. M-current amplitudes during activation of TRPV1 current have been blanked out.
(legend continued on next page) of super-resolution STORM has revealed the molecular architecture of synapses, including organization of protein components of the presynaptic active zone and the postsynaptic density (Dani et al., 2010) , and actin/spectrin/Na + channel organization in axons (Xu et al., 2012 (Xu et al., , 2013 . Under STORM, we made the unexpected and provocative discovery of novel ion channel complexes that AKAP79/150 brings together into discrete nanodomains. In accordance with this observation, we found ion channels in these AKAP79/150-orchestrated complexes to also be functionally coupled, observing the activity of one channel in the complex to affect the activity of the other. Importantly, neither the physical nor the functional coupling of these channels was observed in the absence of AKAP79/150. We suspect the coupling of TRPV1 and KCNQ2/3 channels is underlied by the exquisite sensitivity of M-type channels to PIP 2 (Hille et al., 2015) . This mechanism relies on the known depletion of PIP 2 via activation of PLCd, without concomitant stimulation of any G q/11 -coupled receptor. Most likely, maximal stimulation of TRPV1 currents globally depletes PIP 2 without the need for nanodomain organization (Lukacs et al., 2013; Rohacs, 2007 Rohacs, , 2009 ). However, more physiologically, it is likely that modest activation of TRPV1 currents, e.g., at threshold temperatures (E and F) Plotted are distributions of STORM nearest-neighbor distances for AKAP150/TRPV1, KCNQ2/TRPV1, and AKAP150/KCNQ2 from WT neurons (E) or KCNQ2 and TRPV1 from AKAP150 KO neurons (F), indicating intimate association of KCNQ2 and TRPV1 channels and AKAP150 in neurons from WT, but not AKAP150 KO, mice. n = 4 and 5 cells. or pH for pain sensation, does not sufficiently depolarize sensory neurons without concurrent depression of M-current, which might only occur locally in microdomains around TRPV1 channels, thus amplifying the otherwise subthreshold signal. Other possible mechanisms to be tested are whether, conversely, M-channel activity locally influences TRPV1 channels, or whether local CaN or CaM activated by Ca 2+ influx through TRPV1 channels (recruited to the complex by AKAP79/150) (Lukacs et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2011b) influences M-channels. We show association and functional coupling of TRPV1 and Ca V 1.2 channels at the single-complex level that requires the presence of AKAP79/150. A functional interaction between TRPV1 and Ca V 1.2 channels has been previously suggested in rat dorsal root ganglion (DRG) sensory neurons, where TRPV1 activation indirectly downregulated L-, N-, P/Q-, and R-type Ca 2+ channels by activation of CaN (Wu et al., 2005) , or had differential effects on Ca 2+ channel types (Hagenacker et al., 2005) .
Other studies have suggested that AKAP79/150 co-localizes with Ca V 1.2 and TRPV1 channels in axon initial segments of sensory neurons (Brandao et al., 2012) , although this was not at the molecular level as we show here, or that activation of TRPV1 by Cap inhibits L-type (and other) Ca 2+ channels in sensory neurons (Wu et al., 2005) . However, our data show the opposite, that activation of TRPV1 channels must open Ca V 1.2 channels, since nifedipine, which has no effect on TRPV1 channels, produced a profound decrease of desensitization and tachyphylaxis of the TRPV1 current. Our findings suggest that Ca 2+ -dependent desensitization of TRPV1 currents is mostly due to locally high [Ca 2+ ] from Ca 2+ influx from intimately co-localized Ca V 1.2 channels, and that the two channels are intimately associated in multichannel supercomplexes, with AKAP79/150 obligatory. For sure, several signaling molecules recruited by AKAP150 are heavily involved in desensitization of TRPV1 currents (Lukacs et al., 2007 (Lukacs et al., , 2013 . Our central advance here is that whereas CaN recruited to TRPV1 channels by AKAP79/150 is obligatory to this process, the Ca 2+ ions that activate CaN come not only from influx via the TRPV1 channels themselves, but also from influx through co-associated Ca V 1.2 channels. Thus, AKAP79/150 appears likely obligatory for two reasons: to recruit CaN to the complex, and to bring the two types of channels in intimate contact. Yet to be studied is the influence of L-type channels by local activation of TRPV1 channels.
It is critical to note that the TRPV1/Ca V 1.2 experiments were performed under voltage clamp at a potential of À60 mV, which is >30 mV negative to the accepted voltage for opening of Ca V 1.2 channels. Under physiological conditions, large TRPV1 currents can open Ca V 1.2 channels by subsequent membrane depolarization, but this is not possible in our experiments because the neurons are voltage clamped. As stated above, L-type Ca 2+ channels are clustered together and manifest gating that is not stochastic, but coupled (Dixon et al., 2012 (Dixon et al., , 2015 Navedo et al., 2010) . Consistent with such L-channel aggregation, we observed larger clusters of Ca V 1.2 channels/AKAP150 or Ca V 1.2 channels/AKAP150/TRPV1 channels in WT sensory neurons, but not in AKAP150 KO neurons. Thus, we conclude that the gating of co-localized Ca V 1.2 and TRPV1 channels must also be coupled, and that activation of TRPV1 channels induces opening of intimately associated Ca V 1.2 channels by some coupling of their gating machinery. Importantly, nifedipine inhibits Ca V 1 channels not by pore block, but by immobilizing their gating machinery (Zhorov et al., 2001) . Of course, the channels that we suggest here are brought into intimate proximity and functionally couple via AKAP79/150, bound by various regulatory proteins that act promiscuously on multiple channels. Thus, we cannot rule out whether channel gating per se is coupled, or rather that the physical association of distinct channels brings otherwise un-recruited regulatory molecules associated with one channel to the other(s).
One of the pivotal conclusions of this work is the apparent competition for AKAP79/150 among the various ion channels and receptors with which it associates. This is manifested in the cluster analyses, which consistently indicate the numbers of unpaired AKAP150 proteins to be extremely low. Another important aspect to bear in mind is that STORM, as in PALM (photoactivated localization microscopy), examines fixed cells. In this case, all neurons were fixed under normal physiological conditions at rest; i.e., basal ionic conditions, in the absence of any ionotropic or metabotropic receptor ligands, and only, at best, modest putative synaptic inputs in culture. Thus, we would not expect most of the neurons to be excited at the time of fixation, nor to be depolarized or to have elevated intracellular [Ca 2+ ]. STORM and PALM thus provide a ''snapshot'' of molecular architecture at a certain point in time, which cannot report dynamic rearrangements of protein complexes in response to various stimuli. Our data report the intriguing association of channels with receptors by AKAP79/150, either alone or as multi-channel super-clusters or larger mega-clusters, with AKAP150 clearly preferring to assemble with Ca V 1.2 channels, KCNQ2/3 heteromers, and TRPV1 channels, perhaps in that order of preference. In addition, the combination of M 1 Rs and KCNQ2/3 heteromers seems also highly preferred.
However, under different conditions, such as stimulated neurons firing many action potentials (which is usually associated with elevated [Ca 2+ ] i ), the preference of AKAP150 for its binding partners may be altered in subtle or even profound ways. This possibility is even more likely, given that all three of the channels studied here, as for AKAP79/150, are 8D , and 9), which clearly indicate that the physical and functional coupling of Ca V 1.2 and TRPV1 channels absolutely requires AKAP150. Interestingly, for the WT neurons triple labeled for AKAP150, and Ca V 1.2 and TRPV1 channels, the clusters containing all three proteins were the only ones with an exaggerated cluster radius, and the correspondingly large number of super-clusters and mega-clusters. In such triple-labeled cells, the clusters lacking a TRPV1 channel possessed neither of these properties. With regard to all of these last points, our further insights are presented in the Supplemental Information. Lastly, we noted the large fraction of KCNQ2/AKAP150 complexes in NG neurons triple labeled for KCNQ2, TRPV1, and AKAP150, nearly identical to the fraction of all three proteins together ( Figure 8A ), associations that were again absent in AKAP150 KO mice. From the low numbers of complexes containing TRPV1 channels and AKAP150, but not Ca V 1.2 channels, in neurons triple labeled for all three ( Figure 8C ), we must conclude that the large number of complexes in the TRPV1/ KCNQ2/AKAP150 triple-labeled cells containing all three proteins must also contain one or more unlabeled Ca V 1.2 channels, which are ''dark'' in these experiments (we cannot label a fourth protein simultaneously with current equipment). This interpretation is bolstered by the large cluster radius of these complexes (66.4 ± 4.4 nm) and the substantial number of mega-clusters, containing, on average, 62.3 ± 4.4 localizations, almost as many as for the TRPV1/Ca V 1.2/AKAP150 mega-clusters (77.5 ± 3.7; Table S6 ). Thus, we postulate the ample existence in NG neurons of AKAP150-orchestrated mega-clusters containing an M-channel, a TRPV1 channel, and one or more Ca V 1.2 channels. The exciting coupled-gating concept posited here encourages future investigation as to the structural features of the channels involved in their coupling, which will have broad significance for the physiology and structural arrangement of a plethora of channels in a variety of neurons and other excitable cells.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Animals
The animal protocols used in this study were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of UTHSCSA.
Super-resolution STORM STORM, which offers single-molecule imaging of photo-switchable fluorescent probes (Bates et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2008; Rust et al., 2006) , involves the repeated stochastic activation of single fluorescent molecules within a diffraction-limited spot, with the super-resolution image re-constructed from the calculated localization locations of each molecule. Further details are given in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. All images were acquired on a Nikon N-STORM super-resolution system (Nikon Instruments Inc.) with a Nikon Eclipse Ti inverted microscope. An astigmatic lens was inserted in front of the EMCCD camera on the microscope to allow the Z coordinates to be most accurately determined. The laser set-up of our STORM system allows for multiple, non-overlapping activator dyes, Alexa 405, Alexa 488, and Cy3, to be conjugated to secondary antibodies, along with the reporter dye, Alexa 647. Thus, co-localization information at the molecular level of up to three different proteins can be acquired in the same experiment. In this work, we determined if AKAP79/150, channels, receptors, etc. are co-localized as a molecular signaling complex by using up to three photo-switchable dye activators, Alexa 405, Alexa 488, and Cy3, coupled to three distinct secondary antibodies (raised in different species) labeling the proteins. The activator and reporter fluorophores are conjugated in-house to an appropriate unla- Table S5 ; p < 0.05). Error bars represent SEM. beled secondary antibody (Dempsey et al., 2011; Bates et al., 2013) ; see Movie S1 for blinking of Alexa647 and Figure S6 for raw image acquisitions. The details of our in-house labeling of secondary antibodies with dye pairs are presented in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Cell Culture and cDNA Transfections CHO or tsA-201 cells were grown in 100-mm tissue culture dishes in DMEM with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum plus 0.1% penicillin and streptomycin in a humidified incubator at 37 C (5% CO 2 ) and passaged about every 4 days. Cells were discarded after about 30 passages. For the STORM experiments, cells were first passaged onto 35-mm plastic tissue culture dishes and transfected 24 hr later with Polyfect reagent (QIAGEN) and cDNA, according to the manufacturer's instructions. The next day, cells were plated onto glass-bottomed Lab-Tek II chambered coverglass, and experiments were performed over the following 1-2 days.
Immunofluorescence Staining for STORM Transfected CHO or tsA-201 cells were plated on glass-bottomed Lab-Tek II chambered coverglass (Thermo Scientific Nunc, #155409) the day before fixation. Primary cultured neurons were plated on poly-L-lysine-coated 4 3 4 mm glass coverslips or Lab-TekTM II chambered coverglass 2-3 days before fixation. On the days of immunostaining, cells on coverglass were rinsed once with 300 mL PBS, fixed by incubation with 300 mL 4% paraformaldehyde aqueous solution (Electron Microscopy Sciences, EM grade #15710, diluted in PBS) for 20 min at room temperature, washed with PBS, and permeabilized with 300 mL 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS for 5 min at room temperature. Cells were then washed with PBS and blocked with 300 mL 3% bovine serum albumin (Jackson ImmunoResearch, #001-000-162) and 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS (blocking buffer) for 60 min at room temperature. Cells were added with primary antibody (diluted in 300 mL blocking buffer, 3% BSA+0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS) and incubated overnight at 4 C. The following morning, cells were rinsed three times with PBS and incubated with secondary antibody (diluted in 300 mL blocking buffer, 3% BSA+0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS) for 60 min at room temperature on a rocker (protected from light). Cells were finally washed thoroughly three times with PBS. The cover glass was stored in 500 mL PBS at 4 C. More details of the Experimental Procedures are described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures, six figures, six tables, and two movies and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuron.2016.09.014.
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